Frontier Communications

Engineering Intern, Hartford, CT
Tracking Code: 316059-798

Job Description

Frontier Communications Corporation (NASDAQ: FTR) offers voice, broadband, satellite video, wireless Internet data access, data security solutions, bundled offerings, specialized bundles for small businesses and home offices, and advanced business communications for medium and large businesses in 28 states and with approximately 17,000 employees based entirely in the United States.

Duties general include but are not limited to the following:

1. Forecasts growth, plans additions, removals and rearrangements and technological transitions for outside network plant
2. Designs and issues work orders, specifications and related documents for all outside network projects and jobs.
3. Coordinates projects from conception to completion.
4. Represents the Network Deployment group and serves as a resource for inter & intra company and inter & intra department.
5. Establishes capital expenditures requirements for planning period, monitors actuals and adjusts levels as required.
6. Utilizes various mechanized systems to complete above functions.

Basic Qualifications

Working towards a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in an Engineering Discipline, i.e. Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, or a bachelors in Computer Science, Mathematics and Physics. Engineering disciplines not previously mentioned should have a core courses that contain Calculus, Physics, Chemistry, Computer Science and/or other technical courses that require analysis and problem resolution.

Apply for this position at:
https://frontier.silkroad.com/e postings/index.cfm?fuseaction=app.dspjob&jobid=316059&company_id=15798&version=1&jobBoardId=3337